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Barcelona, 16th Oct.  2020 
 
 
 

Dear colleagues, we inform you about of the official accommodations for the next 
 18th World dance Championship. 
 
All accommodations are within the Marina d'Or tourist complex, neighboring Palacio d'Or , where the 

event will take place, so that the dancers can move on foot from their accommodation to the 
palace, they can always have lunch and dinner at the buffet Hotel, where they have enough space 
and capacity to serve a total of 2.500 people at the same time, without queues, you can choose 
their food from a variety of options and of course having special needs for situations such as (food 
for vegans, gluten-free, lactose free, as well as any food intolerances).Please communicate 
special needs. 

All prices indicated are per person and per night. 
The MP codes stands for: breakfast and dinner and the PC code means breakfast lunch and dinner. 
 
On the next sheet, you can view some photos of the apartment types, taken personally. 
 
You can choose the accommodations and then request them to be “neighbors/close by" to your 

group students in the same space. 
 
We also inform you about the public transport links available from the airports of Barcelona and 

Valencia to Marina d'Or. 
 
The accommodation must be reserved exclusively online from the official IDF website.  
Registration of dancers who do not have their reservation at Marina d'Or official accommodation will 

not be accepted in competition. 
 
https://www.marinador.com/es/IDF-18th-World-dance-championship  
 
Payment and return policy 
 
At the time of booking you must pay a 10%  
On February 28, another 50% will be charged. 
The remaining 40% shall be paid before May 15. 
Until May 20 there is no cost for cancellation, they return 100%. 
After May 20 no cancellation is accepted, there is no refund. 
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Marina d’Or, official accomodation 18th IDF WDCH 
 

MP (breakfast & dinner) 
PC (breakfast, lunch, dinner) 
the option without meals is not possible 

 
APARTAMENT   multiserveces 6 PAX MP 50€  persone / nigth 

APARTAMENT   multiserveces 6 PAX PC 55€ 

APARTAMENT   multiserveces 5 PAX MC 52€ 

APARTAMENT   multiserveces 5 PAX PC 57€ 

APARTAMENT   multiserveces 4 PAX MC 56€ 

APARTAMENT   multiserveces 4 PAX PC 61,50€ 

APARTAMENT   multiserveces 2 PAX MC 74,50€ 

APARTAMENT   multiserveces 2 PAX PC 82€ 

HOTEL MARINA D’OR *** / HOTEL PLAYA *** 3 PAX MC 57€ 

HOTEL MARINA D’OR *** / HOTEL PLAYA *** 3 PAX PC 64,5€ 

HOTEL MARINA D’OR *** / HOTEL PLAYA *** 2 PAX MC 62€ 

HOTEL MARINA D’OR *** / HOTEL PLAYA *** 2 PAX PC 70€ 

HOTEL GRAN DUQUE ****  / HOTEL PLAYA **** 4 PAX MP 67€ 

HOTEL GRAN DUQUE ****  / HOTEL PLAYA **** 4 PAX PC 75€ 

HOTEL GRAN DUQUE ****  / HOTEL PLAYA **** 3 PAX MP 70€ 

HOTEL GRAN DUQUE ****  / HOTEL PLAYA **** 3 PAX PC 79€ 

HOTEL GRAN DUQUE ****  / HOTEL PLAYA **** 2 PAX MP 77€ 

HOTEL GRAN DUQUE ****  / HOTEL PLAYA **** 2 PAX PC 86€ 

 
PRIVATE TRANSFER,   This is the price for each trip 

x Valencia  Airport to  Marina d’Or -  //   Marina d’Or  to Valencia airport 
x Barcelona Airport to Marina d’Or   // Marina d’Or to Barcelona airport 

 
 
  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 

NUMBER 
PEOPLE 

AIRPORT 
BARCELONA 

AIRPORT 
VALENCIA 

7            360 €             130 € 
8            400 €             150 € 

15            550 €             215 € 
39            685 €             260 € 
50            700 €             280 € 
68            825 €             325 € 
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FORMALIZATION PROCEDUR 
 

1. The accommodation must be reserved exclusively online from the official 
IDF website.  

Registration of dancers who do not have their reservation at Marina d'Or official 
accommodation will not be accepted in competition. 

 
https://www.marinador.com/es/IDF-18th-World-dance-championship  

 
2. A copy of the reservation must be sent to the organizer by email: 

idf@fitkid.org They will receive an email from this address confirming the 
validation of your reservation 

3. Transfer reservations are made directly to the mail  
manuel.ramos@marinador.com  with copy to  idf@fitkid.org  
 
 
Visit Visit the website www.marinador.com   to check the photos of the 
hotels and apartments. 
 
 
* If you need any special situation, not indicated in these rules, please 
contact by email with: idf@fitkid.org  we will look for the best solution for 
you 
 
 
 
 


